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Teaching a child today about a fax machine as a means of communication is 
irrelevant. Yes, this worked in our time or our parents’ time but just because it did, 
doesn’t mean we continue to follow it. Today’s generation has modern challenges 
which need modern solutions. Similarly today teaching a child just so that he does 
well in his weekly/term exams is irrelevant if that eventually does not ensure a 
secure career and a successful life.

The ultimate goal of Schooling in Class 9 onwards is not only good school marks 
but securing admission into a top college right after school.  So how does the child 
get into a Top College after school? The answer is: Through Entrance Exams such as 
SATs, BITSAT, JEE, NEET, CLAT etc. This does not mean that School or Board Exams 
are not important. It only means that preparing for only school or Board Exams is 
not going to be enough.

Why a foundation program?



In India, students start foundation programs as early as in Class 6/7/8. They are the 
real competition for admission into Indian colleges. We must act now else our kids 
who start late may be left behind.
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Huge increase in academic rigour from 10th to 11th. A foundation program helps in 
bridging that gap to avoid any unpleasant dip in performance in higher grades.
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Class 9th and 10th syllabus is mapped to 11th and 12th respectively. If your Class 9th 
and 10th foundation is sound, then your 11th and 12th will be strong which eventually 
means better school performance and admissions into reputed colleges.
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Concept clarity in core subjects leads to good academic performance. This builds 
students’ confidence and keeps them motivated to be on track for a successful career.
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Foundation program helps in scoring top marks leading to desired stream allotment.05

Develops Logical Reasoning, Problem Solving Skills and good study habits06

Helps in career awareness, competitive spirit, peer-motivation and setting of higher 
aspirations 
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Education landscape has changed immensely across India as well as abroad. Today students 
are more informed and better prepared. Also, college admissions have become far more 
competitive. The need for a foundation program is immediate because: 

Why now?

Why Knowledge Planet?
Knowledge Planet is the largest and the most successful Entrance Exam coaching 
Institution in the Gulf. With 13 branches and 2000+ students annually, no other 
institution has a better track record at getting students selected for top colleges. 
With an extensive team of 100+ teachers, counselors and support staff, we are the 
No. 1 choice of Top students in UAE. We have been regularly featured in Gulf News, 
Khaleej Times and other leading publications for our exceptional track record at 
producing the best results year after year. See us in the  News  on our website.



Last 6 years toppers of JEE

All 2021 Toppers are from KP

Our Results

This is nothing new for Knowledge Planet. For last 6 years, every single year, the 
JEE (Engineering Entrance) Toppers are from KP! No other institute has this kind of 
track record in India or in UAE!

The most important criteria to choose a coaching institute is RESULTS. At 
Knowledge Planet, there is nothing that we are more passionate about than 
producing the best results for our students year after year.

You would be glad to know that Knowledge Planet, has produced:

Best Results for any institute in the entire Gulf with the Highest Success Rate for 
the last 8 years 2013-2021!!!

In 2021, Knowledge Planet students have swept all Entrance Exam Top positions in 
UAE:

Siddarth Kaushik
AIR 319 UAE Topper

JEE Advanced

Ashwin Prasanth
AIR 517 UAE Topper

JEE MAIN

Arsalan Mosaddique
AIR 501 UAE Topper

NEET

Anuradha Nair
AIR 9 
KEAM

Maathangi Anirudh
AIR 4159 UAE Topper(Girls) 

JEE Advanced



For last 4 years, the NEET (Medical Entrance) Toppers are from KP! Again, no other 
institute has this kind of track record in India or in UAE!

Interestingly, Knowledge Planet is not only an institute for Toppers. Besides 
producing toppers, we have also produced the HIGHEST NUMBER OF SELECTIONS 
FROM UAE in JEE and NEET Exams for the last 5+ years.

Our Entrance success rate is 5 times better than coaching centres from India. Our 
Board Exams success rate is 3 times better than most schools. More than 400 KP 
students join top engineering and medical colleges every year.

Last 4 years toppers of NEET

Not stopping there. KP also has the best track record of producing toppers at state 
level entrance exams, such as KEAM (Kerala Entrance)

5 years KEAM (Kerala Entrance) toppers

UAE TOPPER 2021UAE TOPPER 2020UAE TOPPER 2015 UAE TOPPER 2016 UAE TOPPER 2017

This kind of result feat is unparalleled by any coaching centre. 
In terms of track record, this is absolutely phenomenal.
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Knowledge Planet is not like a private tuition centre where average students of the 
same school come together for classes. We attract the brightest and the most 
decorated students from all leading schools in the UAE, thereby providing a highly 
inspiring and motivating environment to all our students who attend our courses. 

A good Foundation Program develops skills which are useful for any stream. Not only 
for Science streams, but also Commerce and Humanities careers these days are 
intersected with Science, Technology and Math. All students benefit from having a 
strong foundation in Science and Math, along with developing Problem Solving Skills, 
Intelligence, Logical Reasoning, Critical Thinking, Competitive Mindset, Career Focus, 
Future Orientation, Good Study Habits, deeper Motivation and overall increased 
sense of Self-Discipline and Responsibility. These are the skills that our Foundation 
Program develops and therefore is not dependent on which stream the child may 
take up at a later stage. All students in Class 9 and 10 can benefit from and deserve 
a good foundation program which sets them up for school and life success. 

What if I do not know which stream I will take?

We offer various courses from Grade 9 to Grade 12. Our Grade 9 and Grade 10 
programs are foundation programs that cater to all the students irrespective of 
which career stream they choose.  

Please note that all our courses are comprehensive. This means students do not 
need any extra coaching or tuitions to excel in their subjects, especially Science and 
Math.

Our Courses

Join the league of best students
You become the average of five people you spend most time with.



Gulf Students. Gulf Results.

Worried about Covid?

Something that we are especially proud of and it should matter to parents too. We 
are not an India company owned or franchise centre of an Indian coaching centre, 
showing Indian results of students studying in their Indian centres. Our results are by 
our own Indian students studying with us in our own UAE branches.
We understand Gulf NRIs better than anyone else!

You can derive comfort from the fact that KP is better prepared than any other 
institute in UAE to offer continuous classes even during peak Covid. Last year, when 
most coaching centres were temporarily closed down, KP students did not miss 
even one class. We were the first ones to start online classes, even before any other 
CBSE school in the UAE. And we supported our students till the very end even when 
exams were postponed. Because we promised our students that we will ensure their 
college admissions and we kept that promise till the very last day, without charging 
any extra fee.

We have developed our own in-house digital platform Skooly, consisting of all the 
support a child may require for online learning. Again, no other institute has such a 
thorough platform in the region, which is created by UAE based teachers for UAE 
based NRI students.

Remember that Covid has not stopped time. College admissions will still take place 
every year and students who will continue to work hard despite Covid, will get into 
top colleges. Others who delay their decision or entrance preparation will not! So be 
wise and make the right decision quickly.



Excited? Here’s how to get started

Useful Links

Call or Whatsapp us for either an online Zoom counseling or in-person meeting at 
one of our centres, as per your convenience.

050 1030454
050 5030454

Call/Whatsapp

Scan for Whatsapp

We are also sharing some links with you here about some other things you may find 
useful in order to understand the admissions landscape as well as the very 
important role Knowledge Planet can play in your child’s journey.

Our
Results

Visit
Website

KP Vs Other
Coaching Centres

KP Vs Private
Tuitions

Call us

Scan to Read

KP Vs Learning
Apps

Scan to Read

Scan to Read

Scan for Call

Scan to Read

Scan to Read
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If you are viewing this on an electronic device, the following buttons are clickable.
If you are viewing this as a print, you can scan the barcode to visit the links.

https://api.whatsapp.com/send?phone=971501030454
https://www.myknowledgeplanet.com/kp-vs-learning-apps/
https://www.myknowledgeplanet.com/kp-vs-private-tuitions-what-is-right-for-me/
https://www.myknowledgeplanet.com/kp-vs-other-coaching-centres/
https://www.myknowledgeplanet.com/results-exam/
https://www.myknowledgeplanet.com/
Tel:971501030454



